Abstract
Introduction

and and a a particular particular subject subject identified identified which which is is appropriate appropriate for for development. development. Once Once the the general general topics topics are are known, known, a a more more detailed detailed description description must must be be designed, designed, which which not not only only incorporates incorporates the the logical logical flow flow of of information, information, but but which which allows allows the the interactivity interactivity typical typical of of computer-base computer-base training training systems. systems.
Finally, Finally, within within each each different different lesson, lesson, the the "active" portions portions must must be be identified identified to to take take advantage advantage of of the the multimedia multimedia capabilities capabilities of of the the system. system. When When should should something something move? move? How How realistic realistic should should the the motion motion be? be? Where Where can can interactivity interactivity be be combined combined with with motion motion to to simulate simulate a a real real world world situation? situation? How How can can "facts"
"active"
"facts" be be
Course
Course Mapping Mapping
Course Course mapping mapping is is a a technique technique used used to to structure structure the the components components of of a a training training program program in in a a logical logical manner.
manner. It
It emphasizes emphasizes a a design design process process where where the the learner learner has has the the prerequisite prerequisite knowledge knowledge or or skills skills necessary necessary to to begin begin a a new new learning learning experience, experience, and and this this is is accomplished accomplished by by designing designing a a "map" of of the the "map" that that ensures ensures that that the the parts parts program program as as well well as as the the total total program program consistently consistently move move [11. The The overall overall the the learner learner to to a a desired desired performance performance level level [1] . pieces pieces of of the the training training program program are are related related to to each each other other in in a a hierarchical hierarchical fashion, fashion, where where the the goals goals of of each each level level are are established, established, and and then then the the relevant relevant prerequisites prerequisites are are determined. determined. Fig. Fig. 1 1 shows shows an an example example of of a a top top level level view view of of a a course course map map for for the the NDEA NDEII program, program, which which corresponds corresponds to to the the organizational organizational structure structure currently currently used used in in presenting presenting the the course. course. explained.
explained. Figure  Figure 4 : 
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